
90 French-Door Refrigerator

Presentation



Body, doors, and drawer in 
stainless steel or painted

stainless steel

Plumbed water dispenser

Metal handles

Wide freezer drawer

912 mm width

1776 mm height

760 mm depth



Surround LED lighting

Full-width special fresh room 

Glass shelves

Humidity-
control storage 
compartments



Total No-Frost Technology

This technology (also referred to as auto-
defrost or frost-free) avoids the icing of the
refrigerator and freezer compartments.



Touch-screen control panel

Super Freeze & Super Cool 

To make you fridge more efficient

Holiday 

To save power while on vacation

Temperature control

To choose the temperature of your fridge and 
freezer



Open-door alarm
It alerts the user when the door is left open, or 
the temperature is unusual. 
When the doors are left open, the temperature 
in the refrigerator will rise and electricity is 
wasted. 



Temperature control

Using the temperature control buttons, you can 
choose and set the temperature: 
- from -14°C to -20°C for the freezer;
- from 4°C to 8°C for the refrigerator.



Holiday mode

If you plan to be away for a long time, you can 
activate the «holiday» function to save power. 
When this setting is activated, the
temperature of the fridge will automatically set 
to 15°C.



Super-Cool

The «Super Cool» option can cool your food faster, 
keeping it fresh for a longer period of time.
The «Super Cool» option switches off 
automatically in 6 hours.



Super-Freeze

The «Super freeze» option can quickly lower the 
freezer temperature and freezes your food faster 
than usual, thus keeping it fresh and keeping the 
nutrients intact for a longer period of time. 
The «Super freeze» option switches off 
automatically in 26 hours.



Surround LED lighting
LED lighting emits less heat and is more 
energy-efficient and environment-friendly 
than traditional lighting.

LED lighting brightens every corner of the  
fridge and freezer compartments.



Plumbed water dispenser

The water dispenser, positioned on the left door
of the refrigerator, is directly connected to the
water mains and does not need any refilling.



1000mm Internal Width
With a 1000mm internal width, our refrigerator
provides the perfect space for big pots and large
platters.
The 125° door opening guarantees optimal use of
space.



Durable Inverter Technology

-Longer life

-Less energy consumption

-Less noise



Metal-Glide Drawers
You can slide the drawer out easily at any time 
even if it is full, thanks to the linear guides of the 
drawer.

It can also be fully extended so that you can store 
and take out the food even more easily.



Humidity control 
crispers
You can easily adjust
humidity depending
on the type of food
you need to store.

Special fresh
room

The temperature in 
this area is lower
than in the rest of the 
fridge, allowing the 
perfect preservation
of fish, meat, and 
highly perishable
food. 



Ice maker

An innovative design 
which combines ice
maker & ice container 
without fixing in the 
appliance. 

This accessory is 
removable, if you need 
more storage space. 
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